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Very sparse contingency tables with a multiplicative structure are studied. The 
number of unspecified parameters and the number of cells are growing with the 
number of observations. Consistency and asymptotic normality of natural 
estimators are established. Also uniform convergence of the estimators to the 
parameters is investigated, and an application to the construction of confidence 
intervals is presented. Further, a family of goodness-of-tit tests is proposed for 
testing multiplicativity. It is shown that the test statistics are asymptotically normal. 
The results can be applied in such different fields as production testing or 
psychometrics. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Consider a sequence (XV}, i= 1, . . . . Z, j= 1, . . . . J of independent r.v.‘s 
with distribution 

P(X,= l)=p,= 1 -P(X,=O). (l-1) 

The observations may be displayed in a very sparse contingency table, with 
X, the entry of the (i, j)th cell. The model will further be restricted to the 
multiplicative structure describing independence between rows and 
columns, 

Pij=aiBj i = 1, . . . . Z, j = 1, . . . . J, (1.2) 

where 0 c ai < 1 and 0 c/Ii < 1 are unknown probabilities. It is supposed 
that I and J are large, implying that we have also a large number of 
unspecified parameters ai, /Ii involved. Note the difference between the 
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present multiplicative model with only one observation per cell and the 
more familiar log-linear models, where generally speaking the expected 
values of the cell counts are required to be not too small or only a few of 
them are tolerated to be small, cf. Cox [2], Bishop, Fienberg, and Holland 
[ 11, and references there. 

It is immediately seen from (1.2) that there is a problem of identifiability. 
If c is a constant close to one, a* = cai and /IT = c-‘/Ii lead to the same 
product, i.e., a+bT = aibj, and both a* and /?j* are again probabilities if 
c # 1 is suitably chosen. However, we are only interested in the product 
a,/?,, thus the problem of identifiability does not bother us. (We may 
for instance put a1 = $ without loss of generality and the problem of 
identifiability is eliminated.) 

An example of the preceding situation is met in the context of produc- 
tion testing of an “IC chip” in the integrated circuit industry. Many IC 
chips are produced simultaneously, say J, as they are formed on the silicon 
wafer and as they go through the process steps. All .Z chips are subjected to 
the same treatments, but they have different probabilities /I, of being 
functional, depending upon their positions on the silicon wafer. Some of 
the treatments are performed separately for each silicon wafer, but 
sometimes wafers are handled in groups or batches. A batch is constituted 
by Z wafers and each wafer has a probability ai of being properly treated. 
The last production step consists in testing whether the IC chip is correctly 
functioning or not. Noting 1 for functionality we have the model given by 
(1.1) and (1.2). A detailed discussion of this model has been given by 
Pesotchinsky [9]. 

There are many other potential applications, for example in psycho- 
metrics. At first sight the Rasch model 

&i8j 

pv= 1 + Eidj 

may look similar to (1.2). However, in the Rasch model 

xi+ = i Xii, i = 1, . . . . Z, (1.3) 
I= I 

is the sufficient statistic for sir and 

x+j= C xkj, j = 1, . . . . J, 
k=l 

(1.4) 

is the sufficient statistic for 0,. Here we do not have such simple sufficient 
statistics. The lack of sufficiency shows also the difference between the 
present model and classical log-linear models. 
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Although it is possible to derive maximum likelihood estimators, 
minimum distance estimators or Pitman-type estimators, we investigate the 
following far more simple and easy to calculate natural estimator of CQ/?~. 
Define 

X + + = k$, ,f, xkl. (1.5) 

For fixed io { 1, . . . . Z} and jo { 1, . . . . J} the estimator TV of clipi is now 
defined by 

T,= xi+ x+j -; X ++ 
(1.6) 

if X + + = 0, define TV= 0 (cf. also (5”) on p. 1265 of Pesotchinsky [9], but 
note that TV is not an unbiased estimator of aiflj). Denoting 

a+ (1.7) 

the idea is that Xi+ estimates ai/?+, that X+j estimates c1+ pj and that X, + 
estimates a + fi + . Hence the ratio in (1.6) serves as an estimator of aiflj. 
In Section 2 consistency and asymptotic normality of this estimator is 
established. Further the uniform convergence of Tii to aiflj is studied and 
an application to the construction of confidence intervals is presented. It is 
always open to question whether a multiplicative probability model 
properly describes the data at hand. In Section 3 a family of goodness-of-lit 
tests is investigated based on directed divergence measures, introduced by 
Cressie and Read [3]. The main problem here is the large number of 
nuisance parameters, since Z and J are supposed to be large. At first sight 
one may hope that the influence of the estimators on the asymptotic null 
distribution of the Cressie-Read family of test statistics is negligible as in 
testing the fit of i.i.d. observations with distribution function F,, where 8 is 
a location-scale nuisance parameter, when the number of classes increases 
with the number of observations, cf. Drost [4]. However, here the number 
of nuisance parameters is so large, that the estimators do have a serious 
influence on the limiting distribution. Therefore we have to modify the 
Cressie-Read family to correct for a bias term and to adjust the asymptotic 
variance. Nevertheless it can be shown that the modified test statistics 
are asymptotically standard normal under the null hypothesis of multi- 
plicativity. Related results in a different context are given in Haberman [6] 
and Koehler [S]. 
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2. ESTIMATION 

As mentioned in Section 1, the unknown parameters ai and pi themselves 
are not identifiable. We restrict attention to the estimation of the product 
~0, or 4/j+, etc., which are the natural parameters in the model. For 
estimation of clibj we apply the estimator T, given by (1.6). 

This estimator may be modified a little bit to ensure that its values are in 
[0, 11, taking into account that ai and bj are probabilities. This may be 
done by using 

TV = min( T,, 1) 

as an estimator of a,flj. Under very weak regularity conditions both 
estimators TV and TV are asymptotically equivalent. 

Another modification of (1.6) is worth mentioning. Replace in (1.6) 
Xi+ by 

X+j bY 

x&x;+ -x,, 

and X, + by 

xCi,i) 
** =x++ -x+j-xi+ +xii 

The attraction of this modification is of mathematical nature and lies in the 
independence of the statistics X/i’, X$5., X2;), and X,. The results of this 
paper continue to hold for this modified estimator, cf. however, Remark 3.3 
and Remark A.l. 

The first result of this section describes the consistency of the estimators 
for each fixed i, j as Z, J -+ CC. 

THEOREM 2.1. Let i, j be fixed. 

(i) VP+ -co as J-+oo, then 

xi+ P 
P,- ai as J-co. 

(ii) Zfcr, -+CC asZ-*co, then 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 
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(iii) Zf a+/?+ --+ co as ZJ-r 03, then 

X .-%L+l 
a+P+ 

as ZJ+ 00. 

(iv) Ifa+ +co asZ-+co anda++Co as J-+co, then 

Ti, -% aibj as I+ 00 andJ+ co. 

Proof (i) For each E > 0 we have by Chebyshev’s inequality 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(ii) and (iii) are proved in a similar way. Combination of (i)-(iii) 
yields (iv). 1 

By Theorem 2.l(iv) we see that for each fixed i, j we can estimate aibj 
consistently if both Z and J-P 00 and both a + and p+ --, co. Since usually 
the a’s and /?‘s stay away from zero, the latter will mostly be the case. 
Although in general aj is not identifiable, it is seen from (2.1) that if /3+ is 
known and hence ai is identifiable, a, can be estimated consistently. The 
same argument applies to Bj. Note that for (2.3) to hold it is not necessary 
that both Z and J tend to infinity. 

Next asymptotic normality is discussed. Define for fixed i, j, 

u:(Q) = i aJ,(l - aiB,l 
I= 1 

u#,) = i akBj(l - akBj) 
k=l 

I J 

u:= 1 c akb(l -akh) 
k=l /=I 

The following inequalities are immediate 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 
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and hence 

u:(a,)+alop+-m 

u;(/?j)-tm--a+-‘co 

U:+cOoCl+~++cc 

u:(cI~,~j)-‘o~c(+--,Go,p+--*oo. 

These results are used in the proof of the following theorem. 

THEOREM 2.2. Let i, j be fixed. 

0) ?fP+ +a~ as J+co, then 

xi+ -aiP+ 

VItai) 

-J-b N(0, 1) 

(ii) Ifa, -+a~ asZ+m, then 

X+j--cI+ Pj 

Wj) 

-A N(0, 1) 

(iii) Zf cI+ji?+ -+ cc as ZJ+ CO, then 

x ++ -a+B+ -5 N(0, 1) 
u3 

as J-CO. 

as Z-+03. 

as ZJ+ GO. 

(2.7) 

(iv) Zf a+ +a~,fi++~~asZ,andJ+co,then 

T,-clip, 

u4(ai9 Pj) 

-% N(0, 1) asZandJ-+ CO. 

Proof: (i)-(iii). Direct application of the Lindeberg-Feller Central 
Limit Theorem, cf. Feller [S, p. 5193, using the relations (2.7). 

(iv) Write 

03 

u4(ai9 Pjl”+ B+ 

Since 

+ U~l(cli, pi, P-8 1 

Tq 2 ai/?j, a+P+ -x++ 
= O,(l) 

03 
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and 

03 
G 

(a+B+P* 

V4(ai, bj) a+ 8+ aia;1#‘2( 1 - /3i)‘/2a~2a + /I + 

1 

it follows that the first term on the right-hand side of (2.8) tends to zero in 
probability as I and J + co. The second term equals 

In view of (i) and (ii) the second term of (2.9) equals 

v<l(ai, Pj> OFUS’ +a;’ + vl(aJ O2(Bj) a;‘B;‘) 

=Op(/?;‘/2+a;‘/2+(a+ +/?+))““)=0~(1). 

It is easily seen that in (i) and (ii) Xi+ and X+j may be replaced by X$ 
and X$& respectively. Therefore, using the independence of Xii,’ and X$$., it 
follows that the first term of (2.9) converges in distribution to an N(0, l)- 
distribution. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2. 1 

So far we investigated the behaviour of TV for fixed i, j. For several 
applications uniform convergence of T, to aifij is needed. To obtain 
uniformity we use Hoeffding’s inequality. 

PROPOSITION 2.3 [7]. Let Y,, . . . . Y, be independent r.v.‘s with 0 < Yi < 1 
and EY, = pi for i = 1, . . . . n. Then for every x > 0, 

p f Yi- f Pj>nX 
( ) 

<exp(-2nx2) (2.10) 
i=l i= 1 

and hence 

P 
(I 

jJ Yi- i pi 2nx ,<2exp(-2nx’). 
i=l i= 1 1 > 

(2.11) 

As a consequence we have the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 2.4. For each 6 > 0 we have 

P(Ea:,~~- / ) ai >6 <1-{1-2exp(-262/F+J-‘)}’ (2.12) 

<1-{1-2exp(-262a:Z-‘)}J (2.13) 

and 

P(l~-ll>6)62exp(26’a:8:11Jl). (2.14) 

Proof. If U,, . . . . U, are independent, then 

P(l~~~.IUil>6)=1-P(,~~~nIUil~6) 
. . . . 

=l-fi P(lU,l$6)=1-fi {l-P((UilA)}. (2.15) 
i= I i=l 

By (2.15) and Proposition 2.3 the results easily follow. a 

The uniform convergence of T, to aJj is given in the following theorem. 
We write N = Z.Z for the total number of observations. The numbers Z and J 
are considered as functions of N. 

THE~OREM 2.5. Suppose that for all 6 > 0, 

lim Zexp( -S/I:J-‘) =0 (2.16) 
N-cc 

and 

then 

lim .Zexp(-6a:Z-‘)=O, 
N+cc 

max ITii- aifijl z 0 as N+oz. 
IGiG 
1Gjs.l 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

ProojI It suffices to show that 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 
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and 

By (2.12) and (2.16) we obtain (2.19), while (2.20) follows from (2.13) and 
(2.17). Since (2.16) implies 8:J-i --* cc and (2.17) implies af+Z-’ --) 00, 

we have a: /I: ZZ’J-’ + co as N + co. Application of (2.14) now yields 
(2.21) thus completing the proof. 1 

Conditions (2.16) and (2.17) imply that almost empty rows or columns 
are not permitted. This agrees with what we want. A lot of empty cells may 
occur, but the expected number of non-empty cells in a row or column 
must be larger than the root of the number of columns or rows, respec- 
tively. 

As an application of the preceding theorems we consider the construc- 
tion of a confidence interval for aibj, where i and j are fixed. We assume 
for simplicity 

akPIE Ch, l-61 

Further assume for all 6 > 0, 

for all k, 1 and some s0 > 0. 

Z exp( - 6.Z) + 0, J exp( - 61) -+ 0. 

Under these weak conditions an approximate level 
interval for aiai can be constructed as follows. Since 

(1 - q) confidence 

it follows from Theorem 2.5 that 

Similarly we obtain 

k$,l Tkj(f - T/cj)/UZ(Bj) 5 1. 

In view of (2.1) and (2.3) we have 

(2)‘/(:) P-1 

683/30/Z-4 
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and by (2.2) and (2.3) 

It is now easily seen that 

(T,-@-‘(I -$j)S, T,+@-‘(l -+Z)S) 

with 

s2 = 
xi+ 

( ) 

2 ’ 
f+ x k;l Tkj(l - T/cj) + 

( ) 
2, 2 $ T,,(l - T,,) 

/- 1 

is an approximate level (1 - u) confidence interval for cziPj. Here @ denotes 
the standard normal distribution function. 

3. GOODNESS-OF-FIT TESTS 

The estimation theory developed in Section 2 is valid under the basic 
condition of independence between rows and columns. In this section we 
will investigate this basic assumption by testing the null hypothesis 

Ho: pii = ct,p,, i = 1, . . . . Z, j = 1, . . . . .Z, (3.1) 

where pii= P(X,= 1) and 0 < cli< 1 and 0 <pi< 1 are unknown 
probabilities. As usual in goodness-of-fit testing problems we are interested 
in tests with good power properties against a broad class of alternatives. A 
well-known class of goodness-of-fit tests with, in general, nice overall power 
properties is based on so-called directed divergence measures. Here it 
is supposed that Z and J are large, and hence under Ho a large number 
of nuisance parameters is involved. Therefore standard techniques in 
contingency tables cannot be applied. 

To construct the class of test statistics for the preceding testing problem 
we first define directed divergence measures between 0 d q < 1 and 
O<p<l by 

Z”(q:p) =- I(L:1)[4j(~)*--l)+(l-q){(~)i-l}], (3.2) 

cf. Cressie and Read [3]. We restrict attention to L > - 1, since Z’(0: p) = 
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I”( 1: p) = cc for 1< - 1. For 1= 0 the measure I” is defined by continuity, 
yielding 

IO(q:p)=2 1 
1-q qlog;+(l-q)log- . 
1-P I 

(3.3) 

These measures can be used to embed classical multinomial goodness-of-lit 
statistics in a family indexed by 1. Note that a = 1 gives 

p(q.p)Jq-P)2+ ((1 -q)-(1 -P)12 

P l-p ’ 

corresponding to Pearson’s chi-square statistic, and that I0 equals twice the 
Kullback-Leibler information number, corresponding to a likelihood ratio 
statistic. 

Next consider the statistics 

I J 

Y” = 1 c Z”(Xij: crJj), 
i=l j=l 

measuring the distance between the observed XV’s and the null probabilities 
aipj. First, conditions on aiflj are presented ensuring asymptotic normality 
of 

(3.5) 

as ZJ+ co. The conditions are rather mild. However, if aibj is close to 4, 
asymptotic normality may fail. If we look at Z”(XU: $), it becomes clear why 
this occurs. As one might expect of a distance measure, the distance from 0 
to i equals the distance from 1 to 3. For I” this is indeed the case, and 
hence 

irrespective whether X,= 0 or 1. Therefore, if aipj = i for all i, j, the 
statistic Y” is degenerate, cf. also Remark 3.3. 

Of course we cannot use P” as a test statistic since it contains the 
unknown parameters aiBj. We therefore insert in 8” everywhere the 
estimator TO of a$,. However, the number of parameters to be estimated is 
too large relative to the number of observations to obtain the same 
asymptotic distribution for this statistic as for 8” itself. It turns out that 
inserting the estimators yields a serious bias term. Moreover, the 
asymptotic variance has to be adjusted. After modification we obtain a 
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more complicated family of test statistics, which however are again 
asymptotically normal and can therefore be used in testing multiplicativity. 

3.1. Asymptotic Normality of 8” under HO 

To investigate the asymptotic normality of 8’, firstly we calculate the 
expectation and variance of Y”, cf. (3.4), 

EY”= i i P,t(aiPj) 
i=l j=l 

with 

/Q(p)=212-l(I+ l)-‘{p’-“+(l -p)‘-L- 1}, 

kI(P)=-2PlogP-2(1-P)log(l-P) 

and 

var Y”= i i a:(ai/?j) 
i=l j=l 

with 

a:(p)=41-*(1+ 1)-*p(l -p){p-“-(1 -p)-1}2, 

a;(P)=4P(l -P) 1% 
1 E-)1’. 

A#0 
(3.6) 

A#0 
(3.7) 

Note that pO( p) = lim i+O~~(~) and a%p)=lim,+oa:(p). 
The proof of the following theorem is based on the Lindeberg-Feller 

Central Limit Theorem. 

THEOREM 3.1. Assume that aibj # 4 for some i, j, and that 

IIIaX{[(Uiflj)-‘-(1-aiflj)-R]2:i=l ,..., Z,j=l,..., J} ho 

Ef=, I,“=, a,Sj(l-ajpj)[(aiPj)-“-(l-aiBj)-“l’ 

(38) 

’ 

as N+ co; then 

FL”- N(0, 1) (3.9) 

Proof: Writing 

Y$ = I”(Xg: aifij) - pL(aifii), 
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we obtain a sequence { Y$} of independent T.V.% with 

EY;=O and E( Y;)‘= o:(a&). 

By direct calculation we have 

Z”(O:p)-&4=2AP(A+ 1)-‘p{(l -p)-+-1} 

Z”(l:p)--2(p)= -21-‘(A+ 1))‘(1 -p){(l-p)-+-~} 
(3.10) 

and hence 

(Y;J~2~-‘(1+1)-‘)(L7i~j)-“-(l-aij?j)-~~ (3.11) 

for all i = 1, . . . . Z, j = 1, . . . . J. 
The condition that aifij# f for some i, j ensures that 8” is not 

degenerate. Moreover, this condition together with (3.8) implies that 

because the numerator of (3.8) does not tend to zero. By (3.8) and (3.11) it 
now easily follows that the Lindeberg condition is satisfied, implying (3.9) 
by application of Theorem 1 on p. 519 of Feller ( 1971). 1 

Remark 3.1. The conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied if aJj stays 
away from 0, 4, and 1. Condition (3.8) states how close aijj may be to these 
possible limiting points of (sub)sequences of aibj. 

Remark 3.2. For 1= 1 corresponding to Pearson’s chi-square test 
condition (3.8) reads 

max[(l -2ai/3j)2(ai~j)-2(1 --ai~j)~“: i= 1, . . . . Z, j= 1, . . . . J] -ro 
C!= 1 xi”= 1 (1 - 2aifij)‘(aiBj)-‘(l - aiBj)-’ 

(3.12) 

as ZJ-, co. Again this tells us how close to 0, 4, and 1 the aibis may be. 

Remark 3.3. If aifij= 4 for all i, j the statistic Y’ is degenerate and 
var Y” =O. To see what happens in the neighbourhood of this special 
case with 8’, suppose that aibj-t f in such a way that 
C!= I Cf= ,(l - 2aJj)’ + co as ZJ-* co. In that case the numerator of (3.8) 
is bounded, while the denominator tends to 00, since 

~-2[p-“-(l-p)-“]2=22~4(1-2p)2+0((1-2p)4) as p 44. 

Therefore we can again apply Theorem 3.1 to obtain asymptotic normality 
of 8’. If aiaj-+ 4 in such a way that C:=, C;= 1 (1 -2aibj)* remains 
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bounded, then asymptotic normality usually fails. For instance, if ai/Ij = 4 
for all i B I, and j > Jo, we have in fact only finitely many terms in Pa, 
since in this case Yf; = 0 for all i 3 Z,, and j > J,. 

Remark 3.4. Note that in Theorem 3.1 we only assume ZJ-+ co, 
including the case of fixed Z and J +coorlixedJandI-+co.Soitisnot 
necessary that both I and J tend to co. 

3.2. The Test Statistics and Their Asymptotic Distribution 

The statistic P” cannot be used for testing H, since it contains the 
nuisance parameters crjfij. Therefore one would like to insert in yA 
everywhere the estimator T, to obtain a test statistic for testing H,. 
However, there are so many parameters in P” to be estimated, relative to 
the number of observations in 8”, that the contribution of the estimating 
process is not negligible. Therefore we have to make a careful analysis of 
the influence of the estimating procedure, leading to a modification of the 
test statistic in such a way that again asymptotic normality is obtained. 
Then this statistic can be used for testing H,. 

We assume that aiflj stays away from 0 and 1. More precisely, we assume 
that there exists so>0 such that 

(3.13) 

for all iE { 1, . . . . Z}, Jo { 1, . . . . Jj. 
Taking 6= (JlogZ)‘/*fl;’ in (2.12) and 6= (Zlog J)“*a;l in (2.13) it 

follows by (3.13) that 

max ITii--a,BjI =O,((Z-‘log J)i’2+(J-110gZ)“2). 
l<i<I 

(3.14) 
1 <ja.I 

Further, we assume 

Z-*Jlog J+ J-*Ilog I= o(1) (3.15) 

as Nd co. It is seen from (3.13), (3.14), and (3.15) that T, stays away from 
0 and 1 in probability uniformly in i, j. Writing 

we have, in view of (3.10), 

I”(&: TV)-p,(T,)=(T,-X,)f(T,). (3.16) 
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We write TV - Xti = ( Tti - aipj) + (a$, - Xii) and use a Taylor expansion of 
f(T,) about criBi. Combining terms with the same power of T,-- aiflj we 
obtain 

i i {P(x,: T,) - pI(~il)}(~~)-lI* 
ix1 j=l 

= i$, j$, [CaiSj- Xij) f(aiPj) 

+ fTq-aiPjSj>{f(aiPj) +S’(ailJ,)CaiPj-xv)} 

+ { Tq-a~bj)‘{f’(aiPj) + &f”(ai19j)(a;Pj--x,)} 

+ { Ti,-a;Bj}3{ff”(aiPj) + &P3’(lg)(ai/?j-J’x,)> 

+ (Tg-aiBj}” &f’3’(~,)](ZJ)-1’2, (3.17) 

where tii are (random) points between TV and ai/Ilj. Note that the first term 
on the right-hand side of (3.17) equals (cf. (3.10) or (3.16)) 

Define 

and 

TV= i aka;‘f(akbj)+ i BdC’fiGJ 
k=l /= 1 

-kc, j ,  
aka;lP,PT’f(akBI)-f(aiBj), 

gij(X) = Tq(X - @iPjh 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

i= i i (a$;’ +fijB~‘)f’(aifij) CriBj(l -ai/?j)(ZJ)-1’2, 
i=* j=l 

(3.20) 

with u:(ai) and I&?~) given by (2.5). 
Application of Lemma A.2 in the Appendix yields 

i f: f(aiBj)(Tii-ai8j)(zJ)-“2 

= 2 C {Tii+f(ai8j))(x,-aiBj)(zJ)-“2 + Op(1) (3.21) 
i=l j=l 
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and 

(3.22) 
i=l ,=, 

It follows from Lemma A.3, Remark A. 1 in the Appendix, and (3.15) that 

i i f’(ai~j)(Ti,-oli~j)2(ZJ)-“2=~+0~(l) (3.23) 
i=l j=1 

and 

i i ~~f”(ai~j)(ai~j-X,)(T,-ai~j)2(ZJ)-”2=~p(l). (3.24) 
*=I ,‘I 

The remainder terms of the right-hand side of (3.17) are of order 

op i i )Tv-ailji13(zJ)-~‘* 
i=l ;=I 

which in view of (3.14), (3.15) and Lemma A.3 is of order 

=o.((zZ*Jlog.Z)“*+ (J-zzlogz)“2)=o,(l). 

Together with (3.21), (3.22), (3.23), and (3.24) this implies (cf. (3.17)) 

(3.25) 

So we see that the estimating procedure gives a bias term y - 11r which 
does not tend to zero. Moreover, although the first term on the right-hand 
side of (3.25) has expectation 0, its asymptotic variance differs from the 
asymptotic variance of Y”(Z.Z)- ‘12. 

By the Lindeberg-Feller Central Limit Theorem it follows similarly as in 
the proof of Theorem 3.1 that 

Cf= , c;= 1 &jwjW) - li2 (3.24) 
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(3.27) 

This condition seems not very restrictive, but if clipi is the same for all i and 
j, ~~ = 0 for all i, j. Next we replace in z$ everywhere aifij by the estimator 
T,, cqa; ’ by the estimator Xi+ X; ‘+ and Bib; l by the estimator X+,X; !+ 
and denote this statistic by ?$. In view of (3.13), (3.27) and the uniform 
convergence of the estimators we have 

as N --+ 00. Similarly, we insert in y and [ everywhere the estimators, 
yielding 7 and [ with the property 

j-y = O,((ZPJlog J)l’2+ (PZlog Z)l’2)= op(l) 

il-i=oFo) 

as N--+co. 
The family of test statistics is now defined as 

wA = I;=, C;= 1 { I”(&: TV) - /A~( TV)} - y^(ZJ)“’ + &ZJ)1’2 

{C:=, Cj,, Q;T,(l- T,i)}1’2 
(3.28) 

and we have proved the following theorem. 

THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that (3.13), (3.15), and (3.27) hold. Then 

W”A N(0, 1) 

as N-+co. 

Remark 3.1. With the test statistic W” we can in fact test the null 
hypothesis 

H,*: pii=aiflj i=l , . . . . z, j = 1, . . . . J 

with 

aiPjE [&(I, l -EOl for some e0 > 0 

by rejecting H,* when 

1 WA1 >C’(l -q/2). 
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Provided that the conditions of Theorem 3.2 hold, the asymptotic level of 
this test will be v. Whether this test is also a test of H, with asymptotically 
level I], depends on the asymptotic behaviour of WA under null 
probabilities cc,/?, with clibj < Q,, a,p, > 1 - q,, or Z ‘J-- ’ C!=, C:=, rs 
tending to zero as N -+ co. 

Remark 3.2. The results of this paper can be generalized to the case 
where X, follows a binomial distribution given by 

P( x, = xii) = 
M 

( > 
x,, p?(l -&)M-“” 

rJ 

with M some fixed number. The estimator T, of ai& is now defined by 

The family of test statistics are found by expanding Z”(X,M-’ : T,) - 
EZ’(XqM-’ : T,) with respect to T, about tli/Ij and arguing in the same way 
as in proving Theorem 3.2. The formulae for the correction terms f and 45 
are rather complicated. So we do not present them here. 

Remark 3.3. If the modified estimator 

T;= 
X($-p’. 

I* *I 
$i.j) 

** 

(3.29) 

is used, (3.22) holds with c = 0 and hence Theorem 3.2 holds in that case 
with [ = 0. 

APPENDIX 

Let N= ZJ be the total number of observations. The numbers Z and .Z are 
considered as functions of N. 

LEMMA A.1. Let h, be uniformly bounded functions. Then we have 

i i h&X,) I-‘(X+j-a+ pj)(Zslp”’ 
i=l j=l 

=i i[(i ) Eh,JXkj)Z-’ (Xg-aiflj) 
r=l j=l k=l 

+E{h,i(X,)(X,-aipj)Z~‘} (ZJ)-1’2+~P(l) 
I 

(A.1) 

as N-too. 
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Proof. Without loss of generality assume Eh,(X,) = 0 for all i, j. Since 
the functions h, are uniformly bounded, 

$, C, Ch,(X,)(X~-aiBj)-E{h,(X,)(X,-a;pi)}] Z--1(ZJ)-1’2 

=&(I-‘)=0,(l) 

as N + co. Hence it suffkes to show 

U, = t i h,(X,)Z-‘(X$‘,- a’*)/?j)(Z.Z-1’2 = op( 1) 
i-1 j=l 

(A.21 

as N -+ co, where 

x’*‘i=x+j-x, and tlt)=tl+ - cii. (A.3) 

We have EU, = 0 and 

J 

var U, = 1 var Uj, with UJN= i U,, 
j=l i=l 

and 
U,, = h,(X,) Z-‘(X$\ - a’*)j?j)(ZJ)-‘/2. 

Since 

var U,, = O(Z-*Z(ZJ) ~ ‘) = O(Z-‘Jp’) 

and 

we obtain 

cov( u,,, U,,.,) = o(z-3J- ‘) for k # i, 

implying 

var UjN = O(Z-‘J-l), 

var U, = O(Z- ‘), 

and hence UN +’ 0. m 

LEMMA A.2. Let h, be uniformly boundedfunctions. Then we have 
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- i i Ehk,txk,) cLk&ff;’ 

k=l I=1 

B,‘) (X,-aipi)(ZW” 

+ i i (a,a;’ +bjbr’) E(hg(Xg)(Xg-a;bj)}(ZJ)-“* + Op(l) 
i=l j=1 

(A.4) 

Proof By (1.6) we have 

Til-aifij= 
xi+ x+ j - ai8jx+ + a+p+ 

(A.5) 

Since the right-hand side of (A.4) equals O,( 1) and a + /? + (X, + ) - ’ - 
1 --tP 0 by (2.3), it suffices to prove (A.4) with TV - aiBj on the left-hand 
side replaced by (Xi+X+j-aifijX++)a;‘/3;1. 

Next we write 

xi+ x+ j - aiPjx+ + =(xi+-aiP+)(X+j-a+Pj)+aiB+(x+j-a+Pj) 

+Pja+(Xi+-aiP+)+aipj(a+P+-x++). (A-6) 

We first show that 

i i h,(X,)(X,+-~i~+)(X+j-~+~j)a~‘~~‘(ZJ)~”2=o~(l). (A.7) 
i=l j=l 

It is easily seen by Lemma A.1 that it suffices to show (A.7) with 
xi+ -aiP+ replaced by X$ ai/?y), where Xi’,‘= Xi+ - Xii and 8: = 
$rrG$ and X+j-a+ flj replaced by X$\--a~‘flj, cf. (A.3) for notation. 

u,=i i u,, 
is1 j=l 

with 

iJ,,= /2,(X,)(X$-- a,~~‘)(X’*‘,- ai)fij) a;‘fl;‘(ZJ)-I’*, 

we have EU, = 0, since EU, = 0 for all i, j. 
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Further, we obtain 

var U,,= EU&= O(JZZ-2J-2(ZJ)-1) = O(Z-2J-2) 

cov( U,,, U,,,) = O(Z-3J-3) i#k, j#l 

cov( u,,, U,,) = 0 j#l 

cov( u,,, U,,) = 0 i#k 

and hence 

var UN= O(Z-‘J-l), 

implying U, + ’ 0, thus completing the proof of (A.7). 
Application of Lemma A.1 twice (once interchanging the roles of i and j) 

and noting that 

yields (A.4). 1 

Remark A.l. If TV is replaced by Tt (cf. (3.29)) in (A.4), the term 
Ci&(aia;* +pj/l;‘) E(hii(Xii-ai/?j))(ZJ)-“2 disappears on the right- 
hand side. 

LEMMA A.3. Let h, be uniformly bounded functions. Then we have 

i i hq(Xu)(T,- aiBj)2(ZJ)-1’2 
i=l j=l 

= i i E{h,(X,)(X+j-a+~j)2} a’a;2(ZJ)-1’2 
i=l j=l 

+ 2 i E{h,(X.. q)(xi+ -aiS+)*) 19,‘8~~(ZJ)-“~+op(l) 64.8) 
ix, j=, 

as N-too. 

Proo$ Using (A.5) and (A.6) it is seen that in fact we have to prove 

U,= i i {h,(X,)(X!&x$‘/3j)2 
i=l j=l 

- Eh,(X,) E(X’$--a$‘Bj)‘) afa;2(ZJ)-1’2 = op(l), 

since the essentially different terms are of lower order. We have EU, = 0 
and var U, = O(Z-‘), which follows from E(X$:. - a:)#?,)” = O(Z2). Hence 
(A.8) is established. 1 
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Remark A.l. If Eh,(X,) = 0 and Ie3J+ Je31+ 0, then the right-hand 
side of (A.8) equals op( l), since in that case 

,$, j$, E{h~(X~)(X~-cri~j)2}clfa~2(ZJ)~1’2=0(Z-3’2J1’2)=~(1) 

and 

;$, j$l E(h,(X,)(X,-cci~j)2} ~;/?~2(ZJ)-“2=0(J-3’2Z”2)=o(l). 
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